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Institute for Advanced Study – Mission & Fellowship Programs

- Accomplish and amplify top-level research at TUM – risking creativity
- Stimulate local and international collaborations
- Develop TUM-IAS as a center for scientific interactions and discussions
  www.tum-ias.de/how-to-apply.html

TUM-IAS Fellowships for International Visiting Scientists

Anne Boykoen Fellowship
for ambitious international collaborations on gender- and diversity-related topics

Rudolf Diesel Industry Fellowship
for highly qualified researchers from Industry

Rudolf Möllbauer Tenure Track Fellowship
for outstanding, high-potential early-career scientists

Hans Fischer Senior Fellowship
for renowned international scientists from outside TUM

Hans Fischer Fellowship
for outstanding early-career scientists from outside TUM

TUM Research Opportunities Week
- Open to advanced PhD students and young post-docs (< 3 years after PhD)
- One-week stay financed by the Postdoc Mobility Travel Grant (50 postdocs; accommodation, travel expenses and meals)
- One-year TUM University Foundation Fellowship for top candidates
  http://go.tum.de/250655

Visiting Professor Programs
- Teaching- / Research-oriented stays at TUM
- Between one week and 2 semesters
- Application to be submitted by hosting TUM professor
- Travel costs, accommodation and remuneration for teaching assignments / salary
  http://go.tum.de/463405

TUM Career System

- Attractive career perspectives for promising international young scientists
- Highly qualified candidates are appointed as assistant professors
- Performance-based advancement to a permanent professorship and chair position (associate/full professor)
  http://go.tum.de/076945

- Internationally leading scientists in the field
  - (Full) Professor W3 - permanent

- Accomplished scientists with future potential
  - Associate Professor W3 - permanent

- Advanced Postdocs
  - Tenure Track Assistant Professor W2 – temporary (6 yrs)